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NEW QUESTION 1
A company has a hybrid environment across its on-premises network and the AWS Cloud The company wants to use Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS)
to store and share data between on-premises services that are required to resolve DNS queries through on-premises DNS servers The company wants to use a
custom domain name to connect to Amazon EFS The company also wants to avoid using the Amazon EFS target IP address.
What should a network engineer do to meet these requirements?

A. Create an Amazon Route 53 Resolver outbound endpoint and configure it for the VPC where Amazon EFS resides Create a Route 53 public hosted zone, and
add a new CNAME record with the value of the Amazon EFS DNS name Configure forwarding rules on the on-premises DNS servers to forward queries for the
custom domain host to the Route 53 public hosted zone
B. Create an Amazon Route 53 Resolver inbound endpoint and configure it for the VPC where Amazon EFS resides Create a Route 53 private hosted zone, and
add a new CNAME record with the value of the Amazon EFS DNS name Configure forwarding rules on the on-premises DNS servers to forward queries for the
custom domain host to the Route 53 Resolver
C. Create an Amazon Route 53 Resolver outbound endpoint and configure it for the VPC where Amazon EFS resides Create a Route 53 private hosted zone,and
add a new CNAME record with the value of the Amazon EFS DNS name Configure forwarding rules on the on-premises DNS servers to forward queries for the
custom domain host to the Route 53 Resolver
D. Create an Amazon Route 53 Resolver inbound endpoint and configure it for the VPC where Amazon EFS resides Create a Route 53 private hosted zone, and
add a new PTR record with the value of the Amazon EFS DNS name Configure forwarding rules on the on-premises DNS servers to forward queries for the
custom domain host to the Route 53 private hosted zone

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 2
A company is migrating a legacy storefront web application to the AWS Cloud. The application is complex and will take several months to refactor A solutions
architect recommended an interim solution of using Amazon CloudFront with a custom origin pointing to the SSL endpoint URL for the legacy web application until
the replacement is ready and deployed
The interim solution has worked for several weeks However, all browser connections recently began showing an HTTP 502 Bad Gateway error with the header "X-
Cache Error from cloudfront" Monitoring services show that the HTTPS port 443 on the legacy web application is open and responding to requests
What is the likely cause of the error and what is the solution?

A. The origin access identity is not correct Edit the CloudFront distribution and update the identity in the origins settings
B. The SSL certificate on the CloudFront distribution has expired Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) in the us-east-1 Region to replace the SSL certificate in the
CloudFront distribution with a new certificate
C. The SSL certificate on the legacy web application server has expired Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) in the us-east-1 Region to create a new SSL
certificate Export the public and private keys and install the certificate on the legacy web application
D. The SSL certificate on the legacy web application server has expired Replace the SSL certificate on the web server with one signed by a globally recognized
certificate authority (CA) Install the full certificate chain onto the legacy web application server

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 3
A company has established an AWS Direct Connect connection between its customer gateway at its on-premises data center and a virtual private gateway m the
AWS Cloud The BGP routing protocol
configuration includes the Autonomous System Number {ASN) of 7224 on the AWS end of the connection
and the BGP ASN of 65004 on the company end of the connection
The company's IT administrators report that servers that run at the on-premises data center are not able to
communicate with the company's web application that runs on a fleet of Amazon EC2 Instances A network engineer performs initial troubleshooting The network
engineer finds that the private VIF is operational and that there is a fully established BGP peering session However, the company still cannot route traffic over the
private VIF
Which of the following is a possible cause of this connectivity issue?

A. Firewall or ACL rules are blocking TCP pod 179 or are blocking high-numbered ephemeral TCP pons
B. The provider is advertising 50 prefixes for private VIFs
C. VPC route tables am lacking prefixes that point to the virtual private gateway to which the private VIF is connected
D. Peer IP addresses for both sides of the BGP peering session are not configured correctly.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
An insurance company is planning the migration of workloads from its on-premises data center to the AWS Cloud The company requires end-to-end domain name
resolution Bidirectional DNS resolution between AWS
and the existing on-premises environments must be established The workloads will be migrated into multiple VPCs. The workloads also have dependencies on
each other, and not all the workloads will be migrated at the same time
Which solution meets these requirements? Which solution meets these requirements?

A. Configure a private hosted zone for each application VPC, and create the requisite records Create a set of Amazon Route 53 Resolver inbound and outbound
endpoint In an egress VPC Define Route 53 Resolver rules to forward requests for the on-premises domains to the on-premises DNS resolver Associate the
application VPC private hosted zones with the egress VPC and share the Route 53 Resolver rules with the application accounts by using AWS Resource Access
Manage
B. Configure the on premises DNS servers to forward the cloud domains to the Route 53 inbound endpoint.
C. Configure a public hosted zone for each application VPC and create the requisite records Create a set of Amazon Route 53 Resolver Inbound and outbound
endpoints in an egress VP
D. Define Route 53 Resolver rules to forward requests for the on-premises domains to the on-premises DNS resolver Associate the application VPC private hosted
zones with the egress VPC and share the Route 53 Resolver rules with the application accounts by using AWS Resource Access Manager Configure the on-
premises DNS servers to forward the cloud domains to the Route 53 inbound endpoints.
E. Configure a private hosted zone for each application VPC, and create the requisite records Create a set of Amazon Route 53 Resolver inbound and outbound
endpoints in an egress VPC Define Route 53 Resolver rules to forward requests for the on-premises domains to the on-premises DNS resolve
F. Associate the application VPC private hosted zones with the egress VPC and share the Route 53 Resolver rules with the application accounts by using AWS
Resource Access Manage
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G. Configure the on-premises DNS servers to forward the cloud domains to the Route 53 outbound endpoint.
H. Configure a private hosted zone for each application VPC, and create the requisite records Create a set of Amazon Route 53 Resolver inbound and outbound
endpoints in an egress VPC Define Route 53 Resolver rules to forward requests for the on-premises domains to the on-premises DNS resolver Associate the
Route 53 outbound rules with the application VPCs and share the private hosted zones with the application accounts by using AWS Resource Access Manager
Configure the on-premises DNS servers to forward the cloud domains to the Route 53 inbound endpoint.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 5
You are building an application that provides real-time audio and video services to customers on the Internet. The application requires high throughput. To ensure
proper audio and video transmission, minimal latency is required.
Which of the following will improve transmission quality?

A. Enable enhanced networking
B. Select G2 instance types
C. Enable jumbo frames
D. Use multiple elastic network interfaces

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/enhanced-networking.html

NEW QUESTION 6
A company’s web application is deployed on Amazon EC2 instances behind a public Application Load Balancer. The application flags malicious requests and
uses an AWS Lambda function to add the offending IP addresses to the network ACL to block any further request for 24 hours. Recently, the application has been
receiving more malicious requests, which causes the network ACL to reach its limit of allowed entries.
Which action should be taken to block more IP addresses, without compromising the existing security requirements?

A. Update the AWS Lambda function to remove blocked entries from the network ACL after 2 hours.
B. Update the AWS Lambda function to block malicious IPs in security groups rather than the network ACL.
C. Update the AWS Lambda function to block malicious IPs in AWS WAF attached to the Application Load Balancer.
D. Update the AWS Lambda function to add an additional network ACL to the subnets once the limit for the previous ones has been reached.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
A company is using AWS to host all of its applications. Each application is isolated in its own Amazon VPC. Different environments such as Development, Test,
and Production are also isolated in their own VPCs. The Network Engineer needs to automate VPC creation to enforce the company’s network and security
standards. Additionally, the CIDR range used in each VPC needs to be unique.
Which solution meets all of these requirements?

A. Use AWS CloudFormation to deploy the VPC infrastructure and a custom resource to request a CIDR range from an external IP address management (IPAM)
service.
B. Use AWS OpsWorks to deploy the VPC infrastructure and a custom resource to request a CIDR range from an external IP address management (IPAM)
service.
C. Use the VPC wizard in the AWS Management Consol
D. Type in the CIDR blocks for the VPC and subnets.
E. Create the VPCs using AWS CLI and use the dry-run flag to validate if the current CIDR range is in use.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
Your organization requires strict adherence to a change control process for its Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and VPC environments. The organization
uses AWS CloudFormation as the AWS service to control and implement changes. Which combination of three services provides an alert for changes made
outside of AWS CloudFormation? (Select three.)

A. AWS Config
B. AWS Simple Notification Service
C. AWS CloudWatch metrics
D. AWS Lambda
E. AWS CloudFormation
F. AWS Identify and Access Management

Answer: ABD

Explanation: 
aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2018/03/aws-config-notifications-are-now-integrated-with-amazon-clou

NEW QUESTION 9
An IT company wants to securely perform an on-off migration of its on-premises VMs to the AWS Cloud by using AWS Server Migration Service {AWS SMS) For
the first phase of the migration, the company must migrate 50 development VMs m batches during non-peak times over the next 7 days The VMs are between 2
GB and 5 GB in size The company has 1 Gbps of available bandwidth over the internet
Which network connectivity option meets these requirements MOST cost-effectively?

A. Contact an AWS partner to order a hosted VIF
B. Use the existing internet connection
C. Order an AWS Direct Connect connection Provision a public VIF
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D. Create a VPN connection to AWS.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 10
A computing team is evaluating whether to place a high performance computing (HPC) application in AWS. The team is concerned about application performance
and wants to know what options are available to increase networking performance.
Which of the following changes would increase performance for this application? (Choose two.)

A. Place the application across many smaller instances to achieve higher total throughput.
B. Increase the MTU of the VPC to 9001.
C. Enable an MTU of 9001 in the application's operating system.
D. Enable enhanced networking on the instances.
E. Deploy the application in two Availability Zones and insert them in one placement group.

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 11
An organization has three AWS accounts with each containing VPCs in Virginia, Canada and the Sydney regions. The organization wants to determine whether all
available Elastic IP addresses (EIPs) in these accounts are attached to Amazon EC2 instances or in use elastic network interfaces (ENIs) in all of the specified
regions for compliance and cost-optimization purposes.
Which of the following meets the requirements with the LEAST management overhead?

A. use an Amazon CloudWatch Events rule to schedule an AWS Lambda function in each account in all three regions to find the unattached and unused EIPs.
B. Use a CloudWatch event bus to schedule Lambda functions in each account in all three regions to find the unattached and unused EIPs.
C. Add an AWS managed, EIP-attached AWS Config rule in each region in all three accounts to find unattached and unused EIPs.
D. Use AWS CloudFormation StackSets to deploy an AWS Config EIP-attached rule in all accounts and regions to find the unattached and unused EIPs.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/eip-attached.html

NEW QUESTION 12
Changes made to a security group attached to an Application Load Balancer resulted in connectivity issues for a company's production web application. The
Network Engineer needs to lock down permissions for the company's AWS account, automate auditing for any changes, and set up notifications.
What actions should accomplish this?

A. Configure IAM user policies to lock down permissions for specific user
B. Enable AWS CloudTrail to identify API calls from user
C. Use AWS Config to audit any changes, and configure Amazon SNS to send notifications.
D. Configure IAM user policies to lock down permissions for specific user
E. Enable AWS CloudTrail to identify the API calls from user
F. Configure AWS CodeCommit to audit any changes in configurations, and configure Amazon SNS to send notifications.
G. Configure IAM user policies to lock down permissions for specific user
H. Enable AWS CloudTrail to identify the API calls from user
I. Configure Amazon Macie to use machine learning to identify any configuration changes, and configure Amazon SNS to send notifications.
J. Configure IAM role policies to lock down permissions for specific user
K. Configure Amazon GuardDuty to audit and monitor configuration changes, and configure Amazon SNS to send notifications.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 13
An organization runs a consumer-facing website on AWS. The Amazon EC2-based web fleet is load balanced using the AWS Application Load Balancer, Amazon
Route 53 is used to provide the public DNS services.
The following URLs need to server content to end users: test.example.com
web.example.com example.com
Based on this information, what combination of services must be used to meet the requirement? (Select two.)

A. Path condition in ALB listener to route example.com to appropriate target groups.
B. Host condition in ALB listener to route *.example.com to appropriate target groups.
C. Host condition a ALB listener to route example.com to appropriate target groups.
D. Path condition in ALB listener to route *.example.com to appropriate target groups.
E. Host condition in ALB listener to route $$$$.example.com to appropriate target groups.

Answer: BC

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/application/load-balancer-listeners.html#rule-condition
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/application/load-balancer-listeners.html

NEW QUESTION 14
An organization processes consumer information submitted through its website. The organization’s security policy requires that personally identifiable information
(PII) elements are specifically encrypted at all times and as soon as feasible when received. The front-end Amazon EC2 instances should not have access to
decrypted PII. A single service within the production VPC must decrypt the PII by leveraging an iAM role.
Which combination of services will support these requirement? (Select two.)

A. Amazon Aurora in a private subnet
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B. Amazon CloudFront using AWS Lambda@Edge
C. Customer-managed MySQL with Transparent Data Encryption
D. Application Load Balancer using HTTPS listeners and targets
E. AWS Key Management Services

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 15
A bank built a new version of its banking application in AWS using containers that content to an on-premises database over VPN connection. This application
version requires users to also update their client application. The bank plans to deprecate the earlier client version. However, the company wants to keep
supporting earlier clients through their on-premises version of the application to serve a small portion of the customers who haven’t yet upgraded.
What design will allow the company to serve both newer and earlier clients in the MOST efficient way?

A. Use an Amazon Route 53 multivalue answer routing policy to route older client traffic to the on-premises application version and the rest of the traffic to the new
AWS based version.
B. Use a Classic Load Balancer for the new applicatio
C. Route all traffic to the new application by using an Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) load balancer DN
D. Define a user-agent-based rule on the backend servers to redirect earlier clients to the on-premises application.
E. Use an Application Load Balancer for the new applicatio
F. Register both the new and earlier applications as separate target groups and use path-based routing to route traffic based on the application version.
G. Use an Application Load Balancer for the new applicatio
H. Register both the new and earlier application backends as separate target group
I. Use header-based routing to route traffic based on the application version.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 16
A Systems Administrator is designing a hybrid DNS solution with spilt-view. The apex-domain “example.com” should be served through name servers across
multiple top-level domains (TLDs). The name server for subdomain “dev.example.com” should reside on-premises. The administrator has decided to use Amazon
Route 53 to achieve this scenario.
What procedurals steps must be taken to implement the solution?

A. Use a Route 53 public hosted zone for example.com and a private hosted zone for dev.example.com
B. Use a Route 53 public and private hosted zone for example.com and perform subdomain delegation for dev.example.com
C. Use a Route 53 public hosted zone for example.com and perform subdomain delegation for dev.example.com
D. Use a Route 53 private hosted zone for example.com and perform subdomain delegation for dev.example.com

Answer: A

Explanation: 
aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/internal-version-website/

NEW QUESTION 17
A Network Engineer has enabled VPC Flow Logs to troubleshoot an ICMP reachability issue for an echo reply from an Amazon EC2 instance. The flow logs reveal
an ACCEPT record for the request from the client to the EC2 instance, and a REJECT record for the response from the EC2 instance to the client.
What is the MOST likely reason for there to be a REJECT record?

A. The security group is denying inbound ICMP.
B. The network ACL is denying inbound ICMP.
C. The security group is denying outbound ICMP.
D. The network ACL is denying outbound ICMP.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 18
An organization is deploying an application in a VPC that requires SSL mutual authentication with a client-side certificate, as that is the primary method of
identifying clients. The Network Engineer has been tasked with defining the mechanism used within AWS to provide the SSL mutual authentication.
Which of the following options meets the organization's requirements?

A. Use a Classic Load Balancer and upload the client certificate private keys to i
B. Perform SSL mutual authentication of the client-side certificate there.
C. Use a Network Load Balancer with a TCP listener on port 443, and pass the request through for the SSL mutual authentication to be handled by a backend
instance.
D. Use an Application Load Balancer and upload the client certificate private keys to it by using the native server name indication (SNI) features with smart
certificate selection to handle multiple calling applications.
E. Front the application with Amazon API Gateway, and use its client-side SSL mutual authentication feature that uses the backend instances to verify the source
of the request.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 19
You have been asked to monitor traffic flows on your Amazon EC2 instance. You will be performing deep packet inspection, looking for atypical patterns.
Which tool will enable you to look at this data?

A. Wireshark
B. VPC Flow Logs
C. AWS CLI
D. CloudWatch Logs
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 20
You are moving a two-tier application into an Amazon VPC. An Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) load balancer is configured in front of the application tier. The
application tier is driven through RESTful interfaces. The data tier uses relational database service (RDS) MySQL. Company policy requires end-to-end encryption
of all data in transit. in front
What ELB configuration complies with the corporate encryption policy?

A. Configure the ELB load balancer protocol as HTT
B. Configure the application instances for SSL terminatio
C. Configure Amazon RDS for SSL, and use REQUIRE SSL grants.
D. Configure the ELB protocols in TCP mod
E. Configure the application instances for SSL termination.Configure Amazon RDS for SSL, and use REQUIRE SSL grants.
F. Configure the ELB load balancer protocol as HTTP
G. Offload application instance encryption to the load balance
H. Install your SSL certificate on Amazon RDS, and configure SSL.
I. Configure the ELB protocols in SSL mod
J. Offload application instance encryption to the load balancer.Install your SSL/TLS certificate on Amazon RDS, and configure SSL.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Refer: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/classic/elb-listener-config.html

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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